Apple Offerings

- iPads & Accessories
- MacBooks & Other Computers
- Apple TV & Accessories
- iPods
- Apple Watches & Accessories
- iPhones
- Headphones & Speakers
- GoPro & Accessories
- Printers & Other Accessories
iPads & Accessories

iPad - 32GB or 128GB

iPad Mini 4

iPad Smart Cover

iPad Mini Smart Cover

Apple Magic Keyboard
With an A9 second-generation chip with 64-bit desktop-class architecture, iPad is incredibly fast and powerful. And thanks in part to the M9 motion coprocessor, it still has an incredibly long 10-hour battery life. So you can do more. While carrying less.

**Memory Available:**
- 32GB
- 128GB

**Colors Available:**
- Silver
- Gold
- Space Gray
iPad Mini 4

Bonus Points: 175

What’s in the box.

- iPad mini 4
- Lightning to USB Cable
- USB Power Adapter

Memory Available:
128GB

Colors Available:
- Silver
- Gold
- Space Gray
iPod Smart Cover
Bonus Points: 20

The lightweight, durable Smart Cover protects your iPad screen without covering up its aluminum back. So your iPad still looks and feels like an iPad — just with a little extra protection.

Built For:
iPad

Colors Available:
Charcoal Gray
White
Midnight Blue
Pink Sand
(PRODUCT)RED
iPad Mini Smart Cover

Bonus Points: 20

Built For: iPad Mini 4

The lightweight, durable Smart Cover protects your iPad screen without covering up its aluminum back. So your iPad still looks and feels like an iPad — just with a little extra protection.

Colors Available:
- Charcoal Gray
- White
- Midnight Blue
- Pink Sand
- (PRODUCT)RED
- Cocoa
Apple Magic Keyboard

Bonus Points: 
35

The Magic Keyboard combines a sleek new design with a built-in rechargeable battery and enhanced key features. With an improved scissor mechanism beneath each key for increased stability, as well as optimized key travel and a lower profile, the Magic Keyboard provides a remarkably comfortable and precise typing experience. It pairs automatically with your Mac, so you can get to work right away. And the battery is incredibly long-lasting — it will power your keyboard for about a month or more between charges.

Built For:
Bluetooth-enabled Mac computer with OS X v 10.11 or later
MacBooks & Other Computers

MacBook Air 13" - 128GB

MacBook Pro 13" - 128GB or 256GB

MacBook Pro 13" w/Touch Bar - 256GB or 512GB

MacBook Pro 15" - 256GB

iMac Desktop 21.5"

iMac Desktop 21.5" w/Retina 4K Display
Underneath the sleek exterior, MacBook Air is packed with powerful components that give you smoother graphics, faster storage, and all-around serious performance. Not to mention enough battery life to get you through the day. The result? A computer that's as capable as it is portable.

Memory Available: 128GB
MacBook Pro
13"

Bonus Points:
420 (128GB)
or
480 (256GB)

Memory Available:
128GB
or
256GB

Colors Available:
Space Gray
Silver

2.3GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
Turbo Boost up to 3.6GHz
8GB 2133MHz LPDDR3 memory
128GB SSD storage
Intel Iris Plus Graphics
640
Two Thunderbolt 3 ports
MacBook Pro 13" w/ Touch Bar

Bonus Points:
575 (256GB)
or
640 (512GB)

Memory Available:
256GB
or
512GB

Colors Available:
Space Gray
Silver

3.1GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
Turbo Boost up to 3.5GHz
8GB 2133MHz LPDDR3 memory
256GB SSD storage
Intel Iris Plus Graphics 650
Four Thunderbolt 3 ports
Touch Bar and Touch ID
MacBook Pro

15"

Bonus Points:
640

2.2GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor
  Turbo Boost up to 3.4GHz
  256GB PCIe-based SSD
  16GB 1600MHz memory
  Intel Iris Pro Graphics
  Two Thunderbolt 2 ports

Memory Available:
256GB

Colors Available:
Silver
iMac Desktop

21.5"

Bonus Points: 385

2.3GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
   Turbo Boost up to 3.6GHz
8GB 2133MHz memory, configurable up to 16GB
   1TB hard drive
Intel Iris Plus Graphics 640
   Two Thunderbolt 3 ports
1920-by-1080 sRGB display

Colors Available:
   Silver
iMac Desktop
21.5" w/Retina
4K Display

Bonus Points: 485

3.0GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 processor
Turbo Boost up to 3.5GHz
8GB 2400MHz memory, configurable up to 16GB
1TB hard drive1
Radeon Pro 555 with 2GB memory
Two Thunderbolt 3 ports
Retina 4K 4096-by-2304 P3 display

Colors Available:
Silver
Apple TV & Accessories

Apple TV 4K - 32GB or 64GB

HORIPAD ULTIMATE Wireless Game Controller

Apple Remote

Siri Remote

Remote Loop

Belkin Ultra High Speed HDMI Cable (2m)
Choose precisely what you want to watch, including the latest shows and movies, first-run movies streaming right in your living room, live sports, and more from thousands of apps. With the Siri Remote, you can search across all Apple TV apps with just your voice to find what you’re looking for. And you can even use the Siri Remote as a controller for hundreds of games available on the App Store.

Memory Available:
- 32GB
- or
- 64GB

Bonus Points:
- 60 (32GB)
- or
- 80 (64GB)
The HORIPAD ULTIMATE wireless game controller gives you an exceptional playing experience with MFi-compatible games on your iOS devices, Apple TV, and Mac. More than a standard, classic game-style controller, HORIPAD is the result of an intensely focused design process. That means every part, including the balanced weight and grip, the feel of each button, and the analog stick sensitivity has been perfected to provide the "ultimate" gaming experience.

Bonus Points: 20
Control your Mac, iPod, or iPhone from afar with the sleek aluminum Apple Remote. Play, pause, adjust volume, move forward and back, and access menus while playing music and video.

Apple Remote with iPod and iPhone

If you connect your iPod to a home stereo, powered speakers, or TV set, the Apple Remote lets you experience your songs, slideshows, and more from across the room. Plug your iPod into the Apple Universal Dock and choose a playlist, slideshow, or video. Then sit back, relax, and enjoy. Ready to move on to the next song? No need to get up. Just press the Next button on the Apple Remote. Getting a call on your iPhone? Press Pause, then pick up where you left off.
Siri Remote

Bonus Points:
20

The Siri Remote puts you in complete control of your Apple TV 4K and Apple TV (4th generation). Use Siri to find what you want to watch with just your voice. And the Touch surface lets you interact with your Apple TV quickly and easily. Apple TV can connect to only one remote at a time, so if you want to play multiplayer games, you’ll need an iOS device or controller.
Remote Loop

Bonus Points: 5

The same remote you use to watch TV can also be used to conquer alien planets or drive in the Indy 500. That’s because the Siri Remote doubles as a dynamic game controller, with the Touch surface acting as a virtual directional pad. It even has a built-in accelerometer and gyroscope. And in case the action gets too exciting (and it will), there’s a Remote Loop, sold separately, to keep your remote tethered during gameplay.
The Belkin Ultra High Speed HDMI Cable effortlessly connects your Apple TV, Mac, or HDMI-enabled device to your HD TV or A/V receiver. This cable supports up to 4096 x 2160 resolutions and bandwidth up to 48Gbps, as well as Dolby Vision™ high-dynamic-range (HDR), providing stunning clarity and sound for the ultimate 4K viewing experience.

Bonus Points: 10
iPods

iPod Touch - 32GB or 128GB
iPod Touch

Bonus Points:
80 (32GB)
or
100 (128GB)

Music
iPod touch is the perfect way to carry your music collection in your pocket. You can use it to access the iTunes Store and the all-new Apple Music service.

Gaming
A powerful A8 chip, M8 motion coprocessor, and 4-inch Retina display provide the ultimate mobile gaming experience with iPod touch.

Photos
iPod touch features an 8-megapixel iSight camera and improved FaceTime HD camera for all your photos and videos. And with iCloud Photo Library, you can easily access, edit, and share your photos on all your devices.

Apps
iPod touch comes loaded with powerful built-in apps like Messages, FaceTime, 2 and Safari. And you can connect through your favorite social networking apps available on the App Store.

Memory Available:
32GB
or
128GB

Colors Available:
Silver
Space Gray
Gold
Blue
(PRODUCT)RED
Pink
Apple Watches & Accessories

Apple Watch Series 3 GPS w/Sport Band

Apple Watch Series 3 GPS + Cellular w/Sport Band

Classic Buckle Band

Modern Buckle Loop

Leather Loop

Space Black Link Bracelet

Silver Link Bracelet

Woven Nylon Strap

Magnetic Charging Cable
Apple Watch Series 3 GPS w/Sport Band

Bonus Points:
120 (38mm)
or
130 (42mm)

Apple Watch Series 3 (GPS) requires an iPhone 5s or later with iOS 11 or later. Apple Watch Series 3 (GPS + Cellular) requires an iPhone 6 or later with iOS 11 or later. Apple Watch and iPhone service provider must be the same. Cellular is not available with all service providers. Roaming is not available outside your carrier network coverage area. Wireless service plan required for cellular service. Contact your service provider for more details.

GPS
Apple Watch Series 3 (GPS) lets you send and receive text messages, answer phone calls, and receive notifications when it’s connected to your iPhone via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The built-in GPS works independently of your iPhone for distance, pace, and route mapping in workouts.

Memory Available:
38mm (fits 130-200mm wrists)
or
42mm (fits 140-210mm wrists)

Colors Available:
Space Gray w/Black Band
Silver w/Fog Band
Gold w/Pink Sand Band
Apple Watch Series 3 GPS+ Cellular w/Sport Band

Bonus Points: 145

Apple Watch Series 3 (GPS) requires an iPhone 5s or later with iOS 11 or later. Apple Watch Series 3 (GPS + Cellular) requires an iPhone 6 or later with iOS 11 or later. Apple Watch and iPhone service provider must be the same. Cellular is not available with all service providers. Roaming is not available outside your carrier network coverage area. Wireless service plan required for cellular service. Contact your service provider for more details.

**GPS + Cellular**

Apple Watch Series 3 (GPS + Cellular) has all the same features, as well as built-in cellular. It gives you the freedom to send and receive text messages, answer phone calls, and even receive notifications when you don’t have your iPhone with you.

**Memory Available:**

38mm (fits 130-200mm wrists)

**Colors Available:**

Space Gray w/Black Band
Silver w/Fog Band
Gold w/Pink Sand Band
This traditional design is made from a calf leather that ages naturally over time to acquire a beautiful patina. The contrasting interior lining creates a dramatic two-tone look, and the color-matched edge stitching provides a subtle complement. The new square buckle is spring-loaded, making it easier to insert the band.

**Size Available:**
38mm (fits 130-195mm wrists)  
or  
42mm (fits 150-215mm wrists)

**Colors Available:**
Black  
Saddle Brown  
Dark Aubergine
Modern Buckle Band

Bonus Points: 50

A small French tannery established in 1803 produces the supple Granada leather for this elegant band. The smooth top-grain leather is lightly milled and tumbled to maintain its refined texture. What looks like a solid buckle is actually a two-piece magnetic closure that's delightfully simple to secure. We also added an inner layer of Vectran weave for strength and stretch resistance. It's the same material NASA used to make the landing airbags for the Mars Rover spacecraft.

Size Available:
Small (135-150mm)
Medium (145-165mm)
Large (160-180mm)

Colors Available:
Blue
The Venezia leather for this band is handcrafted in Arzignano, Italy. With an artisan heritage spanning five generations, the tannery has a history of partnership with some of the most prestigious names in fashion. A delicate milling and tumbling process enhances the beautiful pebbled texture. This traditional craftsmanship is combined with an innovative approach to design. Magnets concealed within the soft, quilted leather allow you to simply wrap it around your wrist for a precise fit and a trim look.

**Size Available:**
Medium (150-185mm)
Large (180-210mm)

**Colors Available:**
Midnight Blue (only available in Medium)
Cosmos Blue
Charcoal Gray
Crafted from the same 316L stainless steel alloy as the case, the Link Bracelet has more than 100 components. The machining process is so precise, it takes nearly nine hours to cut the links for a single strap. In part that’s because they aren’t simply a uniform size, but subtly increase in width as they approach the case. Once assembled, the links are brushed by hand to ensure that the texture follows the contours of the design. The custom butterfly closure folds neatly within the bracelet. And several links feature a simple release button, so you can add and remove links without any special tools.

**Size Available:**
38mm (fits 135-195mm wrists)
42mm (fits 140-205mm wrists)

**Colors Available:**
Black
Silver Link Bracelet

Bonus Points: 145

Crafted from the same 316L stainless steel alloy as the case, the Link Bracelet has more than 100 components. The machining process is so precise, it takes nearly nine hours to cut the links for a single band. In part that’s because they aren’t simply a uniform size, but subtly increase in width as they approach the case. Once assembled, the links are brushed by hand to ensure that the texture follows the contours of the design. The custom butterfly closure folds neatly within the bracelet. And several links feature a simple release button, so you can add and remove links without any special tools.

Size Available:
38mm (fits 135-195mm wrists)
42mm (fits 140-205mm wrists)

Colors Available:
Silver
"Every Woven Nylon band is made from more than 500 threads woven together in a unique, colorful pattern. Monofilaments connect four layers of the weave to create a single durable band with a comfortable, fabric-like feel. Like all Apple Watch bands, you can match this band with any Apple Watch case of the same size.

**Size Available:**
- 38mm (fits 125-195mm wrists)
- 42mm (fits 145-215mm wrists)

**Colors Available:**
- Red Stripe
- Pollen Stripe
- Berry Stripe
- Tahoe Blue Stripe
- Orange Stripe
We wanted to make charging your Apple Watch utterly effortless. So we arrived at a solution that combines our MagSafe technology with inductive charging. It’s a completely sealed system free of exposed contacts. And it’s very forgiving, requiring no precise alignment. You simply hold the connector near the back of the watch, where magnets cause it to snap into place automatically.
iPhones

iPhone 6S - 128GB - SIM-Free

iPhone 7 - 32GB or 128GB - SIM-Free

iPhone 8 - 64GB or 256GB - SIM-Free

Every iPhone comes with one year of hardware repair coverage through its limited warranty and up to 90 days of complimentary support.

AppleCare+ for iPhone extends your coverage to two years from the original purchase date of your iPhone and adds up to two incidents of accidental damage coverage, each subject to a service fee of $29 for screen damage, or $99 for any other damage, plus applicable tax. In addition, you'll get 24/7 priority access to Apple experts via chat or phone through getsupport.apple.com.
What’s in the box:
iPhone
Apple EarPods with Remote and Mic
Lightning to USB Cable
5W USB Power Adapter
AppleCare+ for iPhone

Memory Available:
128GB

Colors Available:
Gold
Silver
Space Gray
iPhone 7
SIM-Free

Bonus Points:
190 (32GB)
225 (128GB)

Memory Available:
32GB
or
128GB

Colors Available:
Gold
Silver
Jet Black
Black
Rose Gold

What's in the box:
iPhone
EarPods with Lightning Connector
Lightning to USB Cable
5W USB Power Adapter
Lightning to 3.5 mm Headphone Jack Adapter
Technical Specifications
iPhone 8 SIM-Free

Bonus Points:
235 (64GB)
290 (256GB)

Memory Available:
64GB
or
256GB

Colors Available:
Gold
Silver
Space Gray

iPhone 8 introduces an all-new glass design. The world's most popular camera, now even better. The smartest, most powerful chip ever in a smartphone. Wireless charging that's truly effortless. And augmented reality experiences never before possible. iPhone 8. A new generation of iPhone.

How do you improve on the world's most popular camera? By introducing a new sensor and powering it with A11 Bionic. It makes advanced photographic techniques easy and automatic — so everyone can shoot unbelievable photos and movies. iPhone 8 cameras are also designed for the most immersive and incredible augmented reality experiences.
Headphones & Speakers

Beats Pro Over-Ear Headphones

Beats EP On-Ear Headphones

Beats Solo3 Wireless On-Ear Headphones

Beats Solo3 Wireless Over-Ear Headphones

Beats Solo3 Wireless On-Ear Headphones - Neighborhood Collection

Powerbeats3 Wireless Earphones

BeatsX Earphones

Beats Pill + Speaker

UE Megaboom Portable Wireless Speaker

Sonos PLAY:1 Wireless Speaker
Beats Pro Over-Ear Headphones

Bonus Points: 130

Colors Available:
Black

Highlights:
Even frequency response of studio monitors for ultra-accurate recording, mixing, and playback
Greater earcup foam density and precise fitting shut out external noise for awesome accuracy and clarity
Plug your cable into one earcup and the other port switches to output mode, making it easy to share what you're listening to
Backward rotating ear cups make it easy to monitor the room, studio, or club with Beats Pro headphones at all times
This design yields superior sound isolation with maximum comfort and minimal ear fatigue
Ear cups are removable and washable
The heavy-duty, gold-plated 1/4-inch adapter ensures you're ready for any setup; attached tether prevents it from being left behind at your last gig.
Beats EP On-Ear Headphones

Bonus Points:
45

Colors Available:
Black
Blue
Red
White

Highlights:
Fine-tuned acoustics for the clarity and depth you expect from Beats
Durable, lightweight design reinforced with stainless steel
Battery-free for unlimited playback
Adjustable vertical sliders for a personalized fit
Take calls and control music on your iOS devices with RemoteTalk cable
Beats Solo3 Wireless On-Ear Headphones

Bonus Points: 100

Colors Available:
- Black
- Silver
- Gold
- Rose Gold
- Ultra Violet
- Red

Highlights:
Connect via Class 1 Bluetooth with your device for wireless listening
The award-winning sound and design you’ve come to love from Beats
Up to 40 hours of battery life for multi-day use
With Fast Fuel, 5 minutes of charging gives you 3 hours of playback when battery is low
Adjustable fit with comfort-cushioned ear cups made for everyday use
Sleek, streamlined design that’s durable and foldable to go everywhere you do
Take calls, control your music and activate Siri with the multifunction on-ear controls
Beats Solo3 Wireless Over-Ear Headphones

Bonus Points: 115

Highlights:
- Pure Adaptive Noise Canceling (Pure ANC) actively blocks external noise
- Real-time audio calibration preserves a premium listening experience
- Up to 22 hours of battery life enables full-featured all-day wireless playback
- Apple W1 chip for Class 1 Wireless Bluetooth® connectivity & battery efficiency
- With Fast Fuel, a 10-minute charge gives 3 hours of play when battery is low
- Pure ANC-off for low power mode provides up to 40 hours of battery life
- Take calls, control music, and activate Siri with multifunction on-ear controls
- Soft over-ear cushions for extended comfort and added noise isolation

Colors Available:
- Matte Black
- Red
- Blue
- White
Beats Solo3 Wireless On-Ear Headphones - Neighborhood Collection

Bonus Points: 100

Highlights:
Connect via Class 1 Bluetooth with your device for wireless workout freedom
Up to 12 hours of battery life to power through multiple workouts
With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 1 hour of playback when battery is low
Sweat and water resistance to handle tough training
Flexible, secure-fit earhooks maximize comfort and stability
Dynamic, high-performance sound pushes you to the next level
Take calls, control your music, and activate Siri with RemoteTalk

Colors Available:
Brick Red
Break Blue
Turf Green
Asphalt Gray
Powerbeats3 Wireless Earphones

Bonus Points: 70

Highlights
Connect via Class 1 Bluetooth® with your device for wireless workout freedom
Up to 12 hours of battery life to power through multiple workouts
With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 1 hour of playback when battery is low
Sweat and water resistance to handle tough training
Flexible, secure-fit earhooks maximize comfort and stability
Dynamic, high-performance sound pushes you to the next level
Take calls, control your music and activate Siri with RemoteTalk

Colors Available:
White
Black
Siren Red
Flash Blue
Shock Yellow
BeatsX Earphones

Highlights:
Connect via Class 1 Bluetooth® with your device for wireless listening
Up to 8 hours of battery life for when you’re on the go
With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 2 hours of playback when battery is low
Variety of eartip options offer personalized comfort and secure-fit wingtips provide stability
Flex-Form cable provides all-day comfort with easy purse and pocket portability
Authentic, clear acoustics deliver crisp sound fit for your life
Take calls, control your music and activate Siri with RemoteTalk

Colors Available:
Black
White
Blue
Gray
Beats Pill + Speaker

Bonus Points: 65

Highlights:
Defined, pure sound quality in a portable, compact design
Pair and play with your Bluetooth device
12-hour rechargeable battery
Built-in speakerphone
Charge out to charge your iPhone and other devices
Power adapter and lightning cable included

Colors Available:
White
Black
PRODUCT(RED)
Turf Green
Asphalt Gray
Ultimate Ears’ UE MEGABOOM portable wireless Bluetooth speaker lets you experience 360-degree sound with deep, heart-pounding bass — no matter where you go. Its remarkably lightweight waterproof (IPX7) design is a snap to grab and carry. Take advantage of its long-life battery and extended wireless range to start a party wherever, whenever you want.

Download the UE MEGABOOM app and unlock an ever-expanding set of additional features such as a musical alarm; fully customizable 5-band EQ; and remote on/off controls.

**Colors Available:**
- Black
- Deep Radiance
Sonos PLAY:1 Wireless Speaker

Bonus Points: 70

Plays everything, including Apple Music, streaming services, Internet radio, and podcasts
Plug in, connect, and stream without interruptions or interference
Play different songs in different rooms or the same song everywhere
Control with one app on your iPhone or iPad—click a room, pick a song, hit play
Software updates help your speaker keep getting even better
Sounds bigger than it looks thanks to meticulously tuned Class-D amplifiers and custom-built drivers
Trueplay tuning ensures you get the very best sound no matter where you put PLAY:1
Stereo pair with another PLAY:1 for wider, bigger, and deeper stereo sound

Colors Available:
Black
White
GoPro & Accessories

GoPro HERO5 Black Camera

GoPro HERO5 Session Camera

GoPro HERO5 Black Camera and GoPro Handler Bundle

Olloclip Macro Pro Lens

Olloclip Photo Lens

Olloclip 4-in-1 Lens
GoPro HERO5
Black Camera

Bonus Points:
135

Highlights:
Stunning 4K video and 12MP photos in Single, Burst, and Time Lapse modes
Durable by design, HERO5 Black is waterproof to 33 feet (10 meters) without a housing
Preview and playback your shots, change settings, and trim your footage on your GoPro
Enjoy hands-free control of your GoPro using simple voice commands
A single press of the Shutter button powers the camera on and starts recording automatically
HERO5 Black captures remarkably smooth video handheld, mounted to your favorite gear, and more
With a GoPro Plus subscription, HERO5 Black can automatically upload photos and videos directly to the cloud for easy viewing, editing, and sharing on the go
Advanced image processing provides impressive video and photo quality in low-light conditions
GoPro
HERO5 Session
Camera

Bonus Points:
100

Highlights:
A remarkable blend of performance and simplicity with its 4K video, video
stabilization, and simple one-button design
Impressive 4K video and 10MP photos in Single, Burst, and Time Lapse
modes
Durable by design, HERO5 Session is waterproof to 33 feet (10 meters)
without a housing
A single press of the Shutter button powers the camera on and starts recording
automatically
Enjoy hands-free control of your GoPro using simple voice commands
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi make it easy to stay connected with GoPro apps,
accessories, and more
Captures remarkable smooth video handheld, mounted to your favorite gear,
and more
With a GoPro Plus subscription, HERO5 Session can automatically upload
photos and videos directly to the cloud, for easy viewing, editing, and sharing
on the go
GoPro HERO5 Black Camera and GoPro Handler Bundle

Bonus Points:
145

The most powerful and easy-to-use GoPro yet, GoPro's HERO5 Black camera gives you the convenience of 4K video, voice control, one-button simplicity, touch display, and waterproof design. Add to that the GoPro Handler floating grip for handheld shooting in and out of the water. It's perfect for selfies, POV, and follow footage. And to safely carry your GoPro gear when you travel, there's Casey—which offers removable dividers that let you customize compartments for your particular GoPro camera and accessories.

Stunning 4K video and 12MP photos in Single, Burst, and Time Lapse modes

Durable by design, HERO5 Black is waterproof to 33 feet (10 meters) without a housing

Preview and playback your shots, change settings, and trim your footage on your GoPro

Enjoy hands-free control of your GoPro using simple voice commands

HERO5 Black captures remarkably smooth video handheld, mounted to your favorite gear, and more

Bluetooth and Wi-Fi make it easy to stay connected with GoPro apps, accessories, and more

With a GoPro Plus subscription, HERO5 Black can automatically upload photos and videos directly to the cloud for easy viewing, editing, and sharing on the go

The Handler keeps your GoPro afloat for worry-free shooting in and around the water

The Handler makes it easy to aim your camera and capture a variety of angles

Casey conveniently keeps your GoPro cameras, mounts, and accessories together all in one place
Olloclip Macro Pro Lens

Bonus Points: 30

Made For:
iPhone 6S
iPhone 6S Plus
iPhone 6
iPhone 6 Plus

Get closer than ever
Advanced six element optics get in extra close to analyze, document, and share beautiful macro photography and videography. Choose the level of magnification you want from Macro 7x (detail-oriented with increased magnification), Macro 14x (see beyond the naked eye and photograph a thread on your shirt), and Macro 21x (get even more magnification when combined with iPhone's digital zoom).
Olloclip Photo Lens

Bonus Points:
30

Made For:
iPhone 6
iPhone 6 Plus

This 4-IN-1 Photo Lens from olloclip has been completely redesigned for the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. With four advanced-optic lenses — fisheye, wide-angle, macro 10x, and 15x — the pocket-sized design works on both front- and rear-facing cameras so you can capture unique photos and selfies with ease. Plus, it comes with three wearable pendants.
Olloclip 4-in-1 Lens

Bonus Points: 30

Made For:
- iPhone SE
- iPhone 5S
- iPhone 5

This 4-IN-1 Photo Lens from olloclip has been completely redesigned for the iPhone SE and iPhone 5s. With four advanced-optic lenses—fisheye, wide-angle, macro 10x, and 15x—the pocket-sized design works on both front- and rear-facing cameras so you can capture unique photos and selfies with ease. Plus, it comes with three wearable pendants.
Printers & Other Accessories

Magic Mouse 2

Magic Trackpad 2

HP OfficeJet 4654 All-In-One Printer

HP OfficeJet Pro 8710 All-In-One Printer

HP OfficeJet Pro 8720 All-In-One Printer

HP ScanJet Pro 2500 f1 Flatbed Scanner

LaCie Porsche Design USB-C Desktop Hard Drive
Featuring a new design, Magic Mouse 2 is completely rechargeable, so you’ll eliminate the use of traditional batteries. It’s lighter, has fewer moving parts thanks to its built-in battery and continuous bottom shell, and has an optimized foot design — all helping Magic Mouse 2 track easier and move with less resistance across your desk. And the Multi-Touch surface allows you to perform simple gestures such as swiping between web pages and scrolling through documents. Magic Mouse 2 is ready to go right out of the box and pairs automatically with your Mac.
Magic Trackpad 2

Bonus Points: 45

Made For:
Apple Computer Products
with OS X v10.11 or later

Redesigned and rechargeable, Magic Trackpad 2 includes a built-in battery and brings Force Touch to the desktop for the first time. Four force sensors underneath the trackpad surface allow you to click anywhere, and detect subtle differences in the amount of pressure you apply, bringing increased functionality to your fingertips and enabling a deeper connection to your content. Magic Trackpad 2 also features an edge-to-edge glass surface area that is nearly 30 percent larger than the previous trackpad. This design, along with a lower profile, makes scrolling and swiping through your favorite content more productive and comfortable than ever.
Wirelessly print documents and professional-quality photos from your iPhone or iPad with the HP OfficeJet 4654 All-in-One Printer. Take your productivity to the next level and copy, scan, print, and fax documents using the free HP All-in-One Printer Remote mobile app.

Get connected quickly and start printing with easy set-up from your iPhone, iPad, or Mac. Save up to 50% on ink and paper with automatic two-sided printing and Original HP high-yield ink cartridges.
HP OfficeJet Pro 8710 All-In-One Printer

Bonus Points: 75

The full-featured HP Officejet Pro 8710 all-in-one printer delivers professional-quality color for up to 50% lower cost per page than lasers. Stay productive and tackle high-volume jobs with print, fax, scan, and copy versatility.

Highlights:
Manage your budget with professional-quality color at up to 50% less cost per page than lasers
Save up to 50% on ink and never run out
Print color or black-and-white for the same low price
Get more done with print, fax, scan, and copy capabilities
50-page automatic document feeder
Fast two-sided printing, copying, and scanning help speed tasks
Print wirelessly directly from iPhone or iPad with AirPrint technology
Help protect information and access to confidential print jobs with HP JetAdvantage Private Print
Scan digital files directly to email, network folders, and the cloud with pre-loaded business apps
HP OfficeJet Pro 8720 All-In-One Printer

Bonus Points: 115


Highlights:
Manage your budget with professional-quality color at up to 50% less cost per page than lasers
Save up to 50% on ink and never run out
Print color or black-and-white for the same low price
Speed through print jobs, using super-fast two-sided printing
Revolutionary design delivers laser-like paper handling and super-fast print speeds
Print wirelessly directly from iPhone or iPad with AirPrint technology
Help protect information and access to confidential print jobs with HP JetAdvantage Private Print
Easily take command of your printing environment from one central location with HP Web Jetadmin
HP ScanJet Pro 2500 f1 Flatbed Scanner

Bonus Points: 115

The compact HP ScanJet Pro 2500 f1 flatbed scanner helps enhance productivity for routine scanning. It lets you automate workflow with fast, two-sided scanning, a 50-page ADF, 1,500-page daily duty cycle, and one-button shortcuts. You can even quickly capture and edit text from documents.

Highlights:
- Produce up to 40 images per minute with two-sided scanning and a 50-page automatic document feeder
- Scan pages up to 8.5 x 122 inches (21.6 x 309.9 cm) through the ADF, and use the flatbed for bulky media
- Create one-button, custom settings for streamlining recurring scan jobs
- Define scan profiles for common document types and scan to multiple destinations with HP Scan software
- Instant-on Technology eliminates warm-up time so you can start scanning quickly
- Accurately capture text from documents for easy editing with HP Scan and I.R.I.S. Readiris Pro ORC software
- Get sharp, true-to-life scans of documents, graphics, and photos with up to 1200 dpi resolution
- Easily edit and organize documents and photos with a full suite of feature-rich software
LaCie Porsche Design USB-C Desktop Hard Drive

Bonus Points:
75 (6TB)
or
100 (8TB)

Memory Available:
6TB
or
8TB

The LaCie Porsche Design USB-C Desktop Drive melds forward-thinking LaCie technology with impeccable style from Porsche Design. Offering reversible USB-C connectivity with speeds up to 5 Gb/s for rapid backups, it's compatible with the latest MacBook as well as Macs and PCs that have USB 3.0 ports. The drive also delivers the ultimate convenience of powering and charging your MacBook with USB-C port via the single USB-C cable that simultaneously gives you access to the drive. A minimalist, all-aluminum enclosure eliminates extra weight, yet feels pleasantly sturdy and substantial.